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SUMMARY

Aim: Uncovering the influences of parents’ behaviour on their children’s physical activity provides an insight into the lifestyle of families and development of effective family-based interventions. The aim of this study was to determine the relationship between parents’ behaviour (step count (SC) and screen time (ST)) and children’s SC on weekdays and at weekends.

Methods: The participants (388 parents aged 35–45 and their 485 children aged 9–12) were randomly recruited from 21 Czech government-funded primary schools. The participants recorded SC and ST duration for seven consecutive days (≥ 10 h/day) during April–May and September–October 2013. The associations between parents’ behaviour (SC and ST) and children’s SC were estimated using general linear regression separately for weekdays and weekends. Each 1,000 SC increase in mothers’ (fathers’) SC/weekday was associated with an extra 261 SC/day in their daughters and 413 (244) SC/day in their sons.

Results: Each 1,000 SC increase in mothers’ (fathers’) SC/weekend day was associated with an extra 523 (386) SC/day in their daughters and 508 (435) SC/day in their sons. A reduction in mothers’ ST by 30 minutes per weekend day was associated with an extra 494 SC/day in their daughters and 467 SC/day in their sons.

Conclusions: This study reveals a quantifiable relationship between parent-child SC/day and mothers’ ST and children’s SC at weekends. Weekend days are more suitable for the implementation of family-based interventions.
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INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of childhood obesity has risen substantially in the long-term (thirty years), medium-term (eight years) and short-term (two years) perspective in developed as well as developing countries (1–3). In addition, it is alarming that in developing countries the peak prevalence of obesity has moved from older adults to younger age cohorts (1). Although childhood obesity is the result of a complex interaction among multiple behavioural, biological and environmental factors that adversely affect long-term energy balance (4), lifestyle factors are also believed to contribute to weight gain and risk of obesity in youth (5, 6). This provides space to investigate the role of parents in shaping the energy-balanced behaviour of their children (7–11).

Although global efforts have failed to reduce the prevalence of childhood obesity, there are effective school-based (12–16), community-based (17) and family-based (18) interventions aimed at reducing overweight and obesity in children. The current meta-analyses are consistent with the conclusion that the active participation of parents in nutrition and physical activity interventions is more effective in maintaining the healthy body weight of their children than interventions without active parental involvement (18–20). However, parental involvement in child intervention programmes is multifaceted, including, for example, lessons for participating parents dealing with healthy nutrition principles, physical activity and sedentary behaviour; family group sessions and consultations; application of parenting styles; and joint physical activities among parents and children (15, 17, 19, 20).

An important part of effective interventions aimed at reducing overweight and obesity, as well as promoting development in childhood, is regular realisation of health-enhancing physical activity (PA) (6, 12–15, 17).

A well-documented positive relationship exists between objectively measured PA in parents and their children (7–9, 11, 21–24), and parent-child self-reported screen time (25, 26). However, there are considerable differences in the parent-child PA relationship (parent-child screen time relationship) between weekdays/school days and weekends (9, 11, 23, 24, 26) and between parents’ and children’s gender (8, 9, 24, 26). At weekends, research repeatedly reveals lower levels of PA and increased sedentary behaviour for both children and parents in comparison with weekdays/school days (9, 23, 24, 26). Weekend days still represent a ‘critical window’ for children and parents to accumulate necessary health-related PA (9, 12, 15, 24, 27).

The results of a substudy within the Canadian Physical Activity Levels among Youth (CANPLAY) surveillance study highlighted that every increase by 1,000 steps per day for mothers (fathers) is associated with 195–219 (273) extra steps per day in their daughters and 263–439 (329–407) extra steps per day in their sons (8). Another population-based study, the Raising Healthy
Eating and Active Living Kids in Alberta (REAL Kids Alberta) study, revealed that girls whose parents engaged in PA with them more than 4 times per week achieved an additional 890 steps per school day compared with girls whose parents engaged in joint PA 1–3 times per week (23). Furthermore, if parents, regardless of gender, spent more than 2 hours per day watching television (TV), children were at least 3.4 times more likely to spend more than 2 hours watching TV on weekdays (26). Even at weekends, daughters (sons) were 7.9 (3.8) times more likely to exceed the 2 hours of watching TV if their fathers spent more than 2 hours watching TV (26). Therefore, increasing children’s PA level and reducing ST, particularly at weekends, is still a priority for improving child health outcomes (27).

Although a quantifiable relationship between objectively measured PA of parents and their children is documented, it is not fully understood how this relationship varies during weekdays/school days and weekends (8, 9, 24). Another unclear area is the relationship between the level of parents’ screen time and children’s PA and its changes during weekdays/school days and weekends. Given the high prevalence of childhood overweight and obesity in Central and Eastern European countries (1–3), and the absence of most of these countries in major international and European studies using objective measurement of children’s PA (4, 10, 28), it is desirable to analyse the patterns of parent-child PA and sedentary behaviour in Central and Eastern European countries as well.

Therefore, this study aims to address these shortcomings by examining the relationship between parents’ behaviour (step counts and screen time) and children’s step counts on weekdays and weekend days, and to provide practical information about the direct impact of parents’ behaviour on their children’s physical activity. The specific objectives were to:

• describe and compare gender-related differences in step counts and duration of screen time in parents and their children on weekdays and at weekends;
• quantify the association between parents’ step counts/screen time and children’s step counts on weekdays and at weekends.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample**

The data come from the New Technologies and Approaches to Physical Activity Monitoring: Utilization in Kinanthropology (NTAPAMUK) Project, which examines the influence of parents on the physical activity and sedentary time of 9–12 year old children from the Czech Republic. The participants were randomly recruited from 21 government-funded primary schools, all of which agreed to participate in this study. The selection of primary schools corresponded to the distribution of the urban-rural population in the Czech Republic (29). There were initially a total of 1,375 participants (720 children and 655 parents) – in 7 of the 14 regions in the Czech Republic: Vysočina Region, Moravia-Silesia Region, Olomouc Region, Pardubice Region, South Bohemia Region, South Moravia Region, and Zlín Region. The parents of 73.06% of children (72.04% of daughters and 74.14% of sons) from the 4th and 5th grades of primary schools gave informed consent to participate in this study (Table 1). All participating girls and boys followed a mandatory daily school routine, as did the parents in their jobs during the weekdays of the monitored week. The data were collected during April–May and September–October 2013 under comparable daily climate conditions.

A total of 526 children (268 daughters and 258 sons) and their parents (252 mothers and 156 fathers) started the 8-day pedometer-based assessment of step counts and logbook recording of sedentary behaviour during the morning hours at school (children) and during the afternoon at home (parents). The measurement on the first day was excluded from the data analysis because the recording on the first day was incomplete and the novelty of wear-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Descriptive characteristics (number, percentages, means and standard deviations) by gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mothers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number (%) of selected respondents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number (%) of participants with informed consent/pendometers issued</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number (%) of returned pedometers meeting validation criteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anthropometric variables of participants with valid pedometer data</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body height (cm)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body weight (kg)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BMI (kg/m²)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overweight</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obesity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = number of participants, BMI – body mass index; *Overweight or *Obesity in children represents a BMI from 85th to 97th or greater than 97th percentile of World Health Organisation growth charts (37); *Overweight or *Obesity in parents represents a Body Mass Index from 25 kg/m² to 29.9 kg/m² or greater than or equal to 30 kg/m² (38).
ing the Yamax pedometer could have affected the initial activity (30). The data analysis included only records when the pedometer was worn for at least 10 h a day during at least 4 weekdays/school days and 2 weekend days. Monitoring of at least 4 weekdays and 2 weekend days is suitable for predicting weekly physical activity in children and young adults (31, 32).

Incomplete records of daily step counts or an omission of the age, body height and body weight variables constituted a reason for excluding 5.37% (n = 20) of daughters, 6.04% (n = 21) of sons, 1.97% (n = 7) of mothers, and 4.3% (n = 13) of fathers (Table 1). The final sample with valid data on 7-day pedometer-derived step counts and logbook-recorded sedentary behaviour consisted of 485 children (248 girls and 237 boys) and 388 parents (245 mothers and 143 fathers).

**Instruments and Measurements**

The step counts in all participants were monitored using the same type of pedometer – the Yamax Digiwalker SW-200 (Yamax Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) – and a personalised individual logbook (32) for at least 10 continuous hours a day over 7 consecutive days.

The Yamax Digiwalker SW-200 is a commercially available, small and light (1.5 cm × 3.5 cm × 5.0 cm; 20 g) electronic pedometer designed for measuring vertical oscillations. Each vertical oscillation exceeding the device threshold (0.35 g) is considered a step (33). Overall step counts, as the most accurate variable representing PA from the pedometer (34), are shown on the display of the device. Step counts assessed by the Yamax Digiwalker SW-200 were validated against energy expenditure based on oxygen consumption (VO₂) in 9–12 year old boys and girls during walking and physical activity games (r² = 0.76 and girls – r² = 0.81, p < 0.001) (32). The validity of free-living step counts of the Yamax pedometer was verified by a comparison with the ActiGraph GT1M in a 7-day monitoring (including both weekend days) of adolescent girls (35).

The personalised individual logbook consisted of 2 sections completed by children/parents: one for completing the step counts and the other for recording the duration of sedentary behaviour. The first section of the personalised individual logbook included the chronological structure of the day according to the current school schedule (paid employment for parents) to record the time and value shown on the display (step counts) of the Yamax pedometer 4 times a day (morning after wake-up, together with parent; start and end of school (paid employment for parents), together with teacher; evening before going to bed, together with parent). The second part of the logbook concerning sedentary behaviour comprised 7 items: sitting and lying while watching TV (DVD, video); sitting and lying down in front of a PC (notebook, tablet, smartphone); sitting or lying while studying, reading and playing (non-PC games, musical instruments, drawing and painting); sitting in a park or restaurant; sitting in a theatre or at a concert; sitting in a vehicle (car, bus, train, tram) and sitting in school (paid employment for parents). Children completed the second part of the logbook together with their parents in the evening. The accuracy of recording the duration of each type of sedentary behaviour was fixed at 10 min. The daily duration of sedentary behaviour recorded in the logbook was validated against the daily duration of sedentary behaviour (< 100 counts per min (cpm)) from the Actigraph accelerometer in 9–12 year old children (boys – r = 0.76 and girls – r = 0.81, p < 0.001) (32).

On the first day of PA monitoring each child was provided with the Yamax pedometer with a small retaining strap for attachment to clothing, a pencil and a personalised individual logbook. The Yamax pedometer was not reset throughout the day. The children were instructed to wear the pedometer on the right hip, all day, for at least 10 hours a day, except for sleeping, personal hygiene and bathing (32). The children and teachers were instructed and trained to check, during the monitoring periods, correct attachment of the pedometer and correct reading and recording of the pedometer display data into the personalised individual logbook. The daily wearing time was computed as the difference between the morning (pedometer turned on) and evening time (pedometer turned off). The children also received pedometers and personalised individual logbooks for their parents.

The anthropometric characteristics of the participants were determined in advance before PA monitoring to prepare an individual logbook for each participant. One week before the start of the monitoring, parents were asked to provide information about their own body height and weight as well as the body height and weight of their children with 0.5 cm and 0.1 kg accuracy. The body height and body weight values of the family members participating in the survey were recorded by parents on the written informed consent form. The body height and body weight of children proxy-reported by their own parents/guardians and the derived BMI were validated against the direct measurement of body height (portable rigid stadiometer) and body weight (weight scale model: TBF 410, Tanita Corp., Tokyo, Japan) in 6–18 year old children (ICC = 0.93–0.99, p < 0.001) (36).

**Statistical Analysis**

The data were analysed using the SPSS v.22 software (IBM SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and STATISTICA v.12 (StatSoft, Prague, Czech Republic).

The chronological age is represented by the difference between the date of birth and the first day of pedometer-based assessment of step counts and logbook-recorded sedentary behaviour. BMI (kg/m²) was calculated as body weight (kg) divided by body height (m) squared. Obese, overweight and normal body mass in children were classified using the World Health Organisation (WHO) Child Growth Standards for girls and boys between the ages of 5 and 19, where overweight and obesity represented 85–97% and >97%, respectively, on age-differentiated percentile BMI charts (37). Obese, overweight and normal body mass in adult parents were determined according to BMI values (38). Overweight or obesity in parents represents a BMI from 25 kg/m² to 29.9 kg/m² or greater than or equal to 30 kg/m², respectively (38). The chi-square test was used to compare the prevalence of obesity between sons and daughters (fathers and mothers). Daily step counts lower than 1,000 and higher than 30,000 were truncated to these recommended limit values (39) and included in the analysis. The variable of daily screen time represented the sum of 2 of the 7 items in the personalised individual logbook: sitting and lying while watching TV (DVD, video) and sitting and lying down in front of a PC (notebook, tablet, smartphone).

The data were analysed in total for all primary schools and both data collection rounds because the Two Step cluster analysis found no indicator for clustering by school or season. Means and 95%
confidence intervals were computed for gender-specific steps/day and screen time/day for children and parents on weekdays and at weekends. Four 2-way (day of the week and gender) analyses of variance (ANOVA) were conducted to examine the differences between the days of the week (weekdays versus weekends) and gender (male versus female) effects on step counts (screen time) separately for children and parents. Weekdays and weekends were used as dependent variables to thoroughly examine gender effects on step counts (screen time) during the days of the week. Subsequently, to identify the differences in step counts (screen time) between weekdays/weekends in children and parents of both genders, Fisher’s LSD post hoc test was used. The estimate of the strength of the relationship between the independent and dependent variables was represented as \( \omega^2 \) coefficient (40), where the values of \( \omega^2 < 0.01, 0.06–0.08 \) and 0.14–0.18 were interpreted as small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively (41). Several linear regressions were conducted to examine the association between parents’ step counts/screen time and children’s step counts on weekdays and at weekends stratified by gender.

**Ethics**

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Physical Culture, Palacký University in Olomouc. The children’s parents, their teachers and school management representatives were informed in detail about the design of the survey during a joint class meeting at each of the participating schools. Written informed consent was obtained from the children’s parents. All children and their parents participated in the study voluntarily and received no incentives. All study participants (children and parents) were provided with individual feedback on the results of the monitoring.

**RESULTS**

In total, 485 children (248 daughters and 237 sons) and 388 parents (245 mothers and 143 fathers) were eligible for this analysis. The mean values (standard deviations) or percentages of the children’s and parents’ anthropometric characteristics are presented in Table 1. Among all participating children we found significantly (\( p < 0.05 \)) higher percentages of obesity in sons (12.34%) than in daughters (6.43%). There was no significant difference in the prevalence of obesity in parents, however, a chi-square test revealed a significantly lower number (\( p < 0.01 \)) of mothers classified as overweight (24.68%) compared with overweight fathers (56.43%). The representation of overweight and obesity in parents and their children corresponded to the total prevalence of overweight and obesity in adults aged 35–44 years and children aged 9–12 years in the Czech Republic (2, 42).

The description of gender-related differences in the participants’ step counts on weekdays and at weekends clearly indicates a lower number of steps on weekend days than on weekdays both in parents and their children (Fig. 1). Two-way ANOVAs uncovered significant differences in the step counts between weekdays and weekends in parents (\( F(2, 766) = 19.28, p < 0.001, \omega^2 = 0.045 \)) and their children (\( F(2, 970) = 15.26, p < 0.001, \omega^2 = 0.028 \)). Gender had a significant effect on step counts only in children (\( F(1, 970) = 13.80, p < 0.001, \omega^2 = 0.025 \)). No interaction effects of gender and day of the week on the daily step counts of parents or their children were found.

Following the comparison of the differences in screen time (Fig. 2), considerable differences were revealed in the duration of screen time between weekdays and weekends in parents (\( F(2, 766) = 4.20, p < 0.05, \omega^2 = 0.007 \)) and their children (\( F(2, 970) = 15.26, p < 0.001, \omega^2 = 0.069 \)). Gender had a significant effect on the duration of screen time only in parents (\( F(1, 766) = 27.33, p < 0.001, \omega^2 = 0.063 \)). No interaction effects of gender and day of the week on the duration of screen time of parents or their children were found.

The results relating to the quantification of the relationship between parents’ step counts/screen time and children’s step counts revealed a significant association both on weekdays (Fig. 3) and weekend days (Fig. 4). Each 1,000 step count increase in
mothers’ steps/weekday was associated with a significant increase by 261 daily steps (p < 0.005) in their daughters and by 413 daily steps (p < 0.001) in their sons (Fig. 3). Every 1,000 step count increase in fathers’ steps/weekday was linked to a significant increase by 244 daily steps (p < 0.05) in their sons (Fig. 3). The relationship between fathers’ steps/weekday and daughters’ steps/ weekday was not significant. At weekends a closer relationship between parents’ and their children’s step counts was uncovered compared with weekdays. Each 1,000 step count increase in mothers’ steps/weekend day was associated with a significant increase by 523 steps (p < 0.001) in their daughters and by 508 daily steps (p < 0.001) in their sons (Fig. 4). Moreover, every 1,000 increase in fathers’ steps/weekend day was linked to a significant increase by 386 daily steps (p < 0.005) in their daughters and by 435 daily steps (p < 0.005) in their sons (Fig. 4).

In addition to the presented parent-child step count association, a significant relationship between the duration of weekend screen time in mothers and step counts in their children was found (Fig. 5). A reduction of screen time by 30 minutes on a weekend day was associated with a significant increase by 494 steps a day in their daughters (p < 0.005) and by 467 steps a day in their sons (p < 0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

A positive link between objectively measured parent-child PA is known (7–9, 11, 21–24), so is the relationship between parent-child self-reported screen time (25, 26). However, the weekday-weekend variation of these relationships throughout a 7-day continuous monitoring is still not well documented. The present study addresses these shortcomings by examining the gender-related association between parents’ behaviour and children’s step counts during a 7-day continuous monitoring period, separately on weekdays and weekend days.

In accordance with the first specific objective, gender-related differences in step counts and duration of screen time in parents and their children on weekdays and weekend days were identified. As in similarly designed studies (9, 23), and in line with a systematic literature review study (27), distinctly higher PA among children and parents of both genders on weekdays than on weekend days was found. However, a significant gender-related effect on step counts was revealed only in children. Boys (sons) achieved significantly more step counts per day than girls (daughters) on school days (13,306 ± 4,862 vs. 11,977 ± 3,804 p < 0.005) and on weekend days (11,916 ± 5,941 vs. 10,895 ± 4,903 p < 0.05). The dramatic difference in the step counts between weekdays and weekends is highlighted by the finding that on weekdays higher percentages of all participants (43.6% of mothers and 38.5% of fathers, 55.6% of daughters and 49.8% of sons) met the current published daily step count recommendations (10,000 steps for adults (43), and 11,000 steps for girls and 13,000 steps for boys for primary school-aged children (44) than at weekends (30.5% of mothers and 31.4% of fathers, 44.4% of daughters and 39.2% of sons).

The weekday-weekend patterns of screen time of parents and children were completely opposite to their weekday-weekend patterns of step counts. At weekends, parents and children of both genders showed a lower level of PA and increased screen time in comparison with weekdays/school days, which is confirmed by the results of other studies (9, 23, 24, 26). On weekdays, groups of daughters, sons and mothers, on average, did not reach 2 hours per day sitting or lying in front of the screen of a TV, PC...
or notebook, tablet or smartphone. However, at weekends, except for mothers, all other groups exceeded 2 hours of screen time per day. Furthermore, we discovered that a group of fathers showed the highest average daily screen time period, the lowest daily step counts and the highest proportion of overweight and obesity (68.6%) among other family groups. Adult males in the Czech Republic are reported to have one of the highest proportions of overweight and obesity among Central and Eastern European men (1), and thus represent a serious public health problem.

For a better understanding of the effects on children’s PA, recent studies call for clarification of the mechanisms by which both parents may influence their own children’s PA (8, 9, 11, 22, 23). In connection with the second specific objective, the relationship between parents’ step counts/screen time and children’s step counts on weekdays and weekends was quantified. A gender-stratified analysis of the relationship between parents’ step counts/screen time and children’s step counts revealed interesting findings that mothers’ behaviour (step counts and screen time) is more positively associated with the PA of daughters and sons than fathers’ behaviour, especially at weekends. This finding is consistent with a study unveiling a more pronounced influence of mothers on the PA of their children than fathers (45), but there are also studies that uncovered a ‘gender-specific’ behaviour tendency (i.e. mothers being correlated with daughters and fathers with sons) (8, 9), and even a study confirming a stronger association of fathers’ PA on children’s PA than mothers’ PA (21). However, regardless of not entirely clear gender-related parent-child behaviour, a number of studies consistently indicate that children whose both parents are physically active are more likely to engage in PA than children of only one active parent or two sedentary parents (8, 9, 21, 45).

This study is one of the first surveys to investigate the differences in parent-child relationships concerning objectively measured PA separately for at least 4 weekdays/school days and 2 weekend days. As in a similarly designed study (8), a clear quantifiable gender-related relationship between parents’ and children’s step counts was discovered. However, in addition to a previous study (8), the parent-child step count relationship was quantified separately for weekdays and weekend days. In our study, each 1,000 step count increase in mothers’ steps/weekday (steps/weekend day) was associated with an increase of 261 (523) daily steps in their daughters and 413 (508) daily steps in their sons, while every 1,000 step count increase in fathers’ steps/weekday (steps/weekend day) was linked to an increase of 244 (435) daily steps in their sons and (386) in their daughters. Unlike the aforementioned study (8), we found a higher mother-child than father-child step count relationship on both weekdays and at weekends.

An area that previous research has not investigated is whether parental screen time is associated with the step counts of their children separately for weekdays and weekend days. While during weekdays/school days there was no significant relationship between parent screen time and the step counts of their children, at weekends a significant relationship between screen time in mothers and step counts in their children was revealed. Any reduction in mothers’ screen time by 30 minutes per weekend day was associated with an increase by 494 (467) step counts per day in their daughters (sons). A replacement of 30 minutes of mothers’ weekend screen time with joint PA with their children corresponds approximately to 31.6–48.9% (30.2–33.1%) of girls’ (boys’) step counts in a standard school physical education lesson or 46.1–67.9% (36.8–50.4%) of girls’ (boys’) step counts during an unstructured school break (46).

In order to reach the recommended level (11,000 steps per day in girls and 13,000 steps per day in boys) of step counts in daughters (sons) during weekends it would be sufficient to increase the daily step counts by 201 (2,129) in mothers or 272 (2,491) in fathers or to reduce mothers’ screen time by 6 (67) minutes per weekend day (49). Nevertheless, this reasoning to increase children’s PA at weekends through increased PA of parents (or reduced screen time among mothers) is based only on a generally accepted fact that parental influences are essential to the behaviour and PA of their children (7–9, 11, 22, 23). However, the aforementioned studies (8, 22) call for interventions to verify the direction of this relationship, evaluate the magnitude of influence, and elucidate the mediation and moderation of mechanisms by which both parents influence their children’s PA.

Strengths and Limitations

The major strength of this study is the assessment of step counts (indicator of PA) as well as screen time (parameter of sedentary behaviour) for both mothers and fathers, which has facilitated the examination of maternal and parental associations with children’s step counts. In contrast to other studies (7–9, 23–25), the strength of this one lies in the analysis of the parent-child relationship concerning step counts (relationship between parents’ screen time and children’s step counts) in participants who underwent complete monitoring for at least 10 hours a day during at least 4 weekdays/school days and 2 weekend days.

The findings of this study should be considered within the context of its limitations. Firstly, although the most widely used spring-levered pedometers provide an inexpensive valid and reliable assessment of total volume (step counts) of free-living PA, they are unable to accurately determine the pattern or intensity of PA (47). For more accurate monitoring of free-living PA and sedentary behaviour, the use of accelerometers (such as the ActiGraph, Actical or RT3 activity monitor) is necessary because accelerometers enable greater precision and accuracy than pedometers and are capable of an objective assessment of a ‘minute-by-minute’ pattern and intensity of PA as well as total volume of PA (47). Secondly, to minimize rejection of voluntary participation in the study, information about ethnicity, socioeconomic status, marital status, siblings, parents’ job, parenting style and other family factors that might affect the PA behaviour of children was not investigated. Other factors that we have not examined in the study and that may affect PA and screen time of children include the influence of school teachers, coaches as well as classmates and peers. Neither the unquestionable effects of the environment of schools and residence on children’s PA nor influence of the season or the weather were investigated in this study.

CONCLUSIONS

Uncovering the influences of parents’ behaviour on their children’s physical activity provides an insight into the lifestyle of families and developing effective family-based interventions. There is a clear quantifiable relationship between parents’ and
children’s physical activity and parents’ screen time and children’s physical activity, especially at weekends. Every 1,000 step count increase in mothers’ steps/weekend day (steps/weekend day) was associated with an extra 523 (261) daily steps in their daughters and 508 (413) daily steps in their sons, while every 1,000 step count increase in fathers’ steps/weekend day (steps/weekend day) was linked to an increase of 435 (244) daily steps in their sons and 386 in their daughters. A reduction in mothers’ screen time by 30 minutes per weekend day was associated with an increase of 494 (467) step counts per day in their daughters (sons). A replacement of at least 30 minutes of time that parents (especially mothers) and children spend together in sedentary pursuits with joint physical activity may result in increased weekend physical activity by a perceptible 500 steps per day.
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